
 
 
 

  



 

Change the Calendar. Change your Mind. Change the World. 
Declaring the End of Artificial Time and Shifting from Fear to Love.  

 
 

"Since the advent of the Nuclear Age, everything has changed but the way people think,  

thus we drift towards unparalleled catastrophe." 

-ALBERT EINSTEIN- 

 
“To change how people think we must take a profoundly simple and universal element of everyday life, one in which all everyday 

thinking is rooted, and change it so radically that the way in which people think will itself be dramatically changed. If you want 

to know that something has really changed, change the calendar! This is the meaning of the replacement of the Gregorian 

calendar by the  Thirteen Moon Calendar . The calendar change is necessary because, as the pragmatic application of the 

discovery of the Law of Time, it brings into focus the essence of this discovery: Time is a frequency, the frequency of 

synchronization. If a calendar does not increase synchronization, it is not performing its highest function. This is the fundamental 

critique of the Gregorian calendar and of all concepts of time based solely on physical, third-dimensional astronomical 

measurements. This discovery is so new and startling that it affects all human thought and is a matter to which all belief systems, 

religions, and methods of science must be cognizant. Yet nothing, it seems, is more difficult for humanity than to make this change 

from a manifest disharmony to a manifest harmony. 

 

Historical man recoils at the prospect of actual harmony in natural time. This is because historical man defines his existence and 

thrives upon the dis-harmonies of his own invented time. The Gregorian calendar keeps the human mind entrained in a diabolical 

disorder of meaninglessly named months of uneven measure, while every day is tracked and driven by a relentless mechanism 

called a clock. This immersion of the mind of historical man in the frequency of his own artificial time, more than any other 

factor, condemns him to a world of inescapable horrors: traffic jams, poverty, terrorism, unresolvable historical and territorial 

disputes, global warming, environmental degradation, social disorder, insanity, and drug abuse. The problem of historical 

human-Homo historicus is compounded by the unconscious nature of his acceptance of this timing sensibility, believing it to be 

the actual nature of time. Hence, all his public and economic policies are driven by and determined by the relentlessness of this 

perception that time is an arrow blindly pulling him into a future in which his only defense is the creation of more technology, the 

technosphere itself being a pure expression of the application of the mechanization of time.” 
 

Jose Arguelles 

Time and the Technosphere: The Law of Time in Human Affairs 

 

 



 

 
 

 

WHAT IS THIS CALENDAR? 
Have you ever considered the effect the current 12-month calendar is having on our human beliefs, customs, actions, choices, 

behaviors, and actual relationship with time? Could humanity benefit by simply attuning our daily activities to a natural, 
harmonic standard of 13 Months/Moons of 28 days each?  

 
The Gregorian year is finishing with our planet in crisis. It’s time to formulate our new year’s resolutions, so we can change the script in 2017... How about shifting our whole                               
experience and perception of time altogether? This is the best time to make the shift from artificial time to natural time and experience more harmony individually and                           
collectively. The calendar you just downloaded is the product of the need to generate creative solutions for the challenges the planet is now facing. As we keep witnessing                            
the progressive awakening of humanity go hand in hand with a deep cleansing of human relationships at every level of modern society, we need more than ever think                            
outside the box. This means to think outside the confines of a dying materialistic paradigm based on an erroneous and arbitrary timing measure that is at the core~root of it..                              
Inspired by the legacy of two human beings (George Eastman Kodak and Jose Arguelles) who also dedicated their lives wholeheartedly to change the current civil calendar                          
we use today, a group of concerned human beings came together to protect and safeguard the most sacred and transcendent of all rights: Our right to know the truth about                              
time and the calendar we use to program our lives and our right to live in right relationship with all life.  

After experiencing for years the profound shifts in our perception of the world via the application of 13-moon, 28-day calendar on our daily lives, we determined it was our                             
responsibility to to take concrete steps to do our part in helping to eradicate the ignorance and the pervading erroneous perceptions about time that are putting all life on                             
Earth in danger and the human species at the edge of self-destruction. In this way the Global Council of Calendar Awareness (GCCA), an autonomous educational and                          
cultural platform, was born earlier this year. Our mission is to: 
 

1. Educate Humanity at a global scale on the effects of calendars on consciousness. Our goal is that humanity includes this crucial subject as a TOP priority on the                            
list of current global challenges that include increased state of war & violence, rampant human rights violations, social and racial disparity, GMO food production,                        
water contamination, global warming, hunger, species in danger of extinction, just to name the most pressing issues… 

2. Re-Introduce the 13-Moon x 28-Day +1 Matrix as the most basic and practical application of the Law of Time. 
3. Find avenues for collaboration and collective agreement on HOW to universalize, expedite and simplify an educational process at a global scale. 

 
The purpose of this distilled version of the “original” 13-Moon, 28-day calendar introduced by Jose Arguelles in 1992, is to offer it as a simple and powerful tool that can 
serve as a BRIDGE  to assist the human family in transitioning  from centuries of subjugation to the current erroneous civil standard toward a burgeoning choice point, 
whereby we are catalyzed to establish a new harmonic standard for timekeeping that promotes greater access to our inherent creativity and capacity to live in right 
relationship with each other and the planet. The conditions for change are ripe, now more than ever. We do not have the luxury to ignore this clarion call. Our lives and the 
lives of generations yet to come depend upon our willingness to do what must be done. Harmony, balance, and synchronicity is what we have to gain.   Adopting a new 
calendar means a new society and a new way of doing things.  
 
We are used to wait for local and global institutions to approve/dictate a new law/calendar… The proactive choice now is to change the calendar yourself. That’s right. The 
way to change the old paradigm is to begin to live by a timing standard that is a harmonic reflection of the cycles of nature. The 13-Month, 28-Day Calendar Awareness 
Campaign is a people’s movement, synchronized with Nature’s movement, to restore harmony and peace on Earth. This movement is destined to usher a 

Calendar Referendum for the year 2020, when a new collective choice point can be reached to implement a new timing system based on the accurate 

measure of the actual harmonic principles governing the astronomical cycles governing the Earth.  The Global Council for Calendar Awareness (GCCA), working in 
collaboration with the Foundation for the Law of Time (FLT), invites people of goodwill and conscience everywhere on Earth to adopt the 13-Moon/Month, 28-Day 
Calendar as their new standard starting January 1st, 2017.  It’s Time to stART again... 
 
 



 

 

 
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?  WHAT DIFFERENCE CAN YOU MAKE? 

 
We must understand that the artificial operating system we have lived under for more than four centuries has contributed, more than anything, to the enduring and 
increasing chaos perpetuated throughout the planet, affecting Mother Earth (the Biosphere), in ways we have been conditioned to simply ignore. No longer can we afford to 
remain ignorant. And, we do have a choice! Please join the people's’ movement to establish the 13-month, 28-day calendar as the Harmonic Standard by Magnetic 1 (July 
26), Blue Lunar Storm Year (2020) - NS1.33.1.1.119 
  

ROAD TO CALENDAR REFERENDUM 2020:  HOW CAN YOU HELP? 
1. CHANGE YOUR CALENDAR .  The gregorian year is finishing. It’s time to formulate your new year’s resolutions. How about shifting your whole experience and perception 
of time altogether?  This is the best time to make the shift from artificial time to natural time and experience more harmony individually and collectively. Let’s elevate our 
perceptions of time by making the conscious choice of integrating the harmony of the 13 month X 28 day calendar with the Gregorian 12-month calendar until we change the 
program altogether. As more people switch their minds to attune to a natural harmonic standard, the underlying basis of practically everything we know in society will start 
to change.  The more human beings whose minds and bodies  are attuned, the more harmony we will be able to experience individually and collectively in the world. 
Changing the calendar is the Untried Solution. It is to stART again.  

As part of this 4-Year calendar awareness campaign to 2020,, GCCA and FLT have been introducing a FREE “New Time Educational KIT” and offering it as The Gift of Time 
during this most special and meaningful time of the year around the Earth. This educational kit is comprised by 3 PDF documents and 3 basic principles:  

INSPIRATION:  Stopping Time: A 13 Moon Primer  (Booklet) 
MEDITATION: 13 Moon Self Study Pilot Program (Manual) 

PRACTICE: 13-Month X 28-Day Transitional Calendar (WorkBook/Planner) 
 

Print a copy of this PDF, create your own wall almanac and display it where more people can see it. To print your copy, follow the instructions on the last page of this document.  

Benefits of the New Calendar 

1. It will expand your perception of the world. That is because its perpetual harmony is coordinated by the synchronic order. 
2. It will increase your daily awareness. All you have to do to learn the synchronic order is to pay attention. 
3. It will create more synchronicity in your life. The synchronic order is the order of reality organized by time. It is synchronic because everything is synchronized! All 

there is is synchronicity! 
4. It will create more Order in your life/mind. Daily use of the harmonic 13:28 matrix naturally entrains your mind into higher levels of order. 
5. It will increase your attunement to Nature. Use of the 13 Moon calendar will not only attune you to natural cycles, but it will also equip you with a new lens to view all 

aspects of your life and relationships. 
6. It will expand your imagination . Follow the 13 moon calendar faithfully for 28 days and note what new perceptions, dream insights and creative ideas that might 

occur. 
7. It will increase your intelligence. Within 52 weeks (one year) of using the 13-Moon calendar you will advance in intelligence, free dormant mind power, and increase 

telepathic “knowing”. 
8. It will increase your awareness about the patterns of your life. By making conscious the patterns in our life we can see how a calendar affects our mind. 
9. It will increase your sense of wholeness. Living by the synchronic order you can begin to assemble the pieces of your life to see the whole pattern. 

As with anything in life, the more energy you put into learning the new language of time, the more accelerated the learning. Now is the opportunity to dispel fear and merge 
back into the Original Pattern that connects us directly with the Galactic Whole. 

 

https://lawoftime.org/stopping-time-a-13-moon-primer/
http://www.lawoftime.org/pdfs/13-Moon_Self_Study_Pilot_Program.pdf


 

 

2. SIGN THE PETITION FOR CALENDAR REFERENDUM . Calendar Reform is essential to the rights of human beings and Nature, because by harmonizing with the natural 
cycles of time we can restore human mental health and harmony in relation to the ‘circle of life.’ Beyond all ideologies, a correct measurement of time is a basic unifying 
factor of a sane and self-aware civilization. How can we have a healthy civilization based on a crooked measurement of Time? Let’s dissolve the macro-organizing principle 
responsible for the planetary biospheric emergency we find ourselves in, and lay the correct foundations for world peace, regenerative culture, and natural harmony. To sign 
and support this open petition for Calendar Referendum 2020  and Declaration of Universal World Peace, and to ensure that humanity adopt and implement the 13-Month, 
28-Day Calendar as a new Harmonic Standard by 2020, please go to: 

 

https://www.change.org/p/un-secretary-general-calendar-referendum-2020-declaration-of-universal-world-peace/ 

3. BE PEACE! The 13-Moon/Month Calendar is a PEACE INITIATIVE. It is deeply inspired by the values promoted by the Banner of Peace. “Where there is peace, there is 
culture. Where there is culture there is peace.” (Nicholas Roerich) 

4. DONATE :  If you appreciate this initiative and would like to see it to continue, please donate any amount you feel inspired at: www.calendartruth.info/donate  
Your contributions will help establish a Galactic Culture based on LOVE, PEACE, ART & SYNCHRONICITY on Earth.  

5. SHARE YOUR TIME . . We are now looking for time donors who feel inspired to help in the areas of Social Media/Content Management, Crowd Funding, Filming-Editing, 
IOs APP Development, and E-Mail Marketing. If you feel inspired to help by donating your TIME for the benefit of the planet,  our contributing in any other way, please drop 
us a note at info@calendartruth.info. 
 
6. SHARE THE INFORMATION . If you find this information revolutionary, inspiring or useful, please do your best to share it online via your favorite social media outlets. 
Bring the subject into everyday conversations with family, friends or co-workers. The more we talk about this, the more it will become a reality 
 
7. CONTACT US.  The Global Council for Calendar Awareness (GCCA) is conformed by a group of concerned human beings who came together to protect and safeguard 
our right to know the truth about time and the calendar we use to program our lives and our right to live in the right time. Contact us with any questions, ideas or inspirations: 
info@calendartruth.info  /calendartruth @gmail.com THANK YOU! 

 

“The 13 Moon, 28-day calendar is a new standard of time for all people everywhere who desire a genuinely new world. 

If the calendar and time we follow is irregular, artificial and mechanized, so becomes our mind. As is our mind, so our world becomes, as is our world today: 

Irregular, artificial and mechanized. But if the calendar we follow is harmonic and in tune with natural cycles, so also will our mind become, and so we may return 

to a way of life more spiritual and in harmony with nature.” - José Arguelles  
 
 
 
 

https://www.change.org/p/un-secretary-general-calendar-referendum-2020-declaration-of-universal-world-peace/
https://www.change.org/p/un-secretary-general-calendar-referendum-2020-declaration-of-universal-world-peace/
https://www.change.org/p/un-secretary-general-calendar-referendum-2020-declaration-of-universal-world-peace/
http://www.calendartruth.info/donate
mailto:info@calendartruth.info
mailto:calendartruth@gmail.com


 

 
“The superior person sets the calendar in order and makes the seasons clear.”  

- I Ching, Hexagram 49, Revolution 
 

Magnetic Moon 

Month/Moon One:  The Magnetic Moon of Purpose  •  Magnetic 1 - 28  =  July 26 - August 22 

 
 
The calendar is the most fundamental      
organizing principle of human society.  
The highest purpose of a calendar is to harmonize         
the mind with nature, to measure natural cycles in         
time, to coordinate and regulate society, and to place         
its society in a state of harmony and synchronization         
with the biosphere, and with itself. It is the societal          
operating system, the most fundamental organizing      
principle of human society.  
 
If a calendar does not synchronize its       
society with the cycles of nature, then it        
is not performing its highest function.  
A calendar is an artificial construct whose primary        
purpose is to be the fundamentally synchronizing       
and coordinating operating system for human      
society. We also use it to keep track of natural          
cycles in time, most commonly to keep track of the          
passing of days and years. But even though we         
group our days into sets of seven and call them          
weeks, and even though so many of our planned         
activities are weekly activities while many others       
are monthly activities, we are far too accustomed        
to a system that does not coordinate our weekly         
activities with our monthly activities. This is simply        
because the 12-month calendar that we use       
doesn’t coordinate weeks with months. And this is        
only because each month isn’t a whole number of         
weeks, such as four. 
  
Time is the atmosphere of the mind. 
It must be understood that an irregular standard  
of measure has a profound effect on the mind,         
especially an irregular standard of measure of time.        
This is because time is a mentally perceived        

phenomenon, unlike space, which is perceived      
through the senses. We perceive time with our        
minds, not with any of the five basic senses. 
 
Our consciousness and society are  
greatly affected by the calendar that we use. 
Because time is mentally perceived, the calendar       
creates constructs of the mind. A society’s       
calendar, its regulating, coordinating operating     
system, creates individual and collective constructs      
of consciousness within that society.  
So in many ways, the calendar that a society uses          
affects the very structure of that society.  
 
A calendar should harmonize the minds      
of its people with their biological nature.  
Because the 12-month calendar does not measure       
the 4-week, 28-day average cycle of the Moon, the         
biological, menstrual cycle, our primary societal      
constructs of consciousness, inclusive of our      
habits, customs, and belief systems that form most        
of the structure of society, are out of tune,         
dis-synchronized with the cycles of nature, creating       
a mental-biological disconnection on individual and      
societal levels of consciousness. 
 
Our minds are cramped by living within  
the erroneous time construct known as      
the Gregorian calendar, the societal     
operating system used worldwide today. 
The 12-month Gregorian calendar has little to no         
relevance to any natural cycles. It interrupts the        
natural, intuitive flow of consciousness, with      
glitches in the operating system, such as not        
knowing the day of the week while knowing the         

day of the month, and not being able to calculate          
weeks according to months. For example, if it is         
Friday July 22, do you know what day of the week           
August 22 will be? If it is January 15, how many           
weeks is it until October 15? Is it a whole number           
of weeks? How many weeks is five months? How         
many months is 32 weeks? Eight?  

 
  Using the 13-month, 28-day calendar,  
  when you know the day of the month,  
  you know the day of the week.  
  Four weeks = one month aka one 28-day moon. 
Keeping the same Gregorian days of the week , the          
1st, 8th, 15th, and 22nd are always Sundays; the         
2nd, 9th, 16th, and 23rd are always Mondays; the         
6th, 13th, 20th, and 27th are always Fridays. July 4          
would always be a Sunday, because it is always         
Cosmic 8, and the 8th is always a Sunday. 
 
The Gregorian calendar is inherently     
problematic for human consciousness.  
Any standard of measure that is irregular is        
inherently problematic. If such a standard of       
measure is used to measure time, it is a problem          
for worldwide human consciousness. This is the       
fundamental critique of the Gregorian calendar.  
 
Calendar change is peaceful revolution. 
To take something that is used daily, throughout        
nearly the entire world, and change it at its root,          
would change the way people think globally. The        
replacement of the Gregorian calendar by the       
13-month, 28-day count as the new civil standard        
on Earth is a truly earth-shaking, but peacefully        
unifying, revolution. 



DALI SELI GAMMA KALI ALPHA LIMI SILIO
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“Since the advent of the Nuclear Age, everything has changed but the way people think, thus we drift towards unparalleled catastrophe.” 

 - Albert Einstein 
 

Lunar Moon 

Month/Moon Two:  The Lunar Moon of Challenge  •  Lunar 1 - 28  =  August 23 - September 19 
 
 
The Gregorian calendar is problematic.  
1. The Gregorian calendar divides 365 days into 12         
unequal months -- four months of 30 days, seven         
of 31 and one of 28 or 29 days, creating a calendar            
that is like a ruler with unequal inches. 
 
2. The Moon revolves around Earth 13 times each         
year, not 12, approximately every 27.3 days. This is         
known as the sidereal cycle of the Moon. The full          
moon cycle is approximately 29.5 days, known as        
the synodic cycle of the moon. A nice moonly         
average is 28 days. The Gregorian calendar       
months reflect none of this truth.  
 
3. ‘Calendar’ is derived from ‘Calends’, the latin        
name for the first day of the Roman month, which          
was the day when monthly debts were paid. Is it          
any wonder that modern society is ruled by the         
concept, “Time is money”? 
 
4. The month names are illogical. September       
means seven, but it’s the ninth month; October        
means eight, but it’s the tenth month; November        
means nine, but it’s the eleventh month; and        
December means ten, but it’s the twelfth month.  
 
5. Day-date calculations are difficult because the       
months are not each a whole number of weeks. 
(If today is Wednesday, July 26th what day of the          
week will August 26th be?) There is an immediate         
mental block, a numbing of the mind, you have to          
stop and think about it.  
 
6. Because the number of workdays per month        
varies, business statistics are often misleading. 
 

Why do we use the Gregorian calendar?  
The two most significant calendar reforms in       
history were the Julian Calendar of 46 BC and its          
successor, the Gregorian calendar, in AD 1582.       
Julius Caesar converted Rome from a republican to        
an imperial form of government. His calendar       
became the basis of imperial dominance. In 46 BC,         
the 445-day year of confusion that attended       
Caesar’s reform was matched by the second       
significant reform, the Gregorian, in 1582, in which        
ten days were “lost forever,” October 4-15, so the         
calendar could catch up with the Sun. Why should         
we continue to base the structure of our society on          
this crooked and illogical system?"  
 
Calendars are instruments of control.     
Throughout human history, calendars have been      
the primary instrument by which a society is        
regulated and controlled. In prehistoric Egypt, the       
calendar tracked the annual flooding of the Nile,        
because it determined when a layer of soil would         
be available for planting. Those who created the        
calendar to track this were those who maintained        
control over their society, for the Egyptian people        
depended on the calendar keepers for their most        
basic needs, such as knowing planting times for        
agriculture. Anything that a people relies on for its         
essential needs can easily become an instrument       
of societal control. Bishop Diego de Landa, who        
ordered the burning of Maya texts in the 16th         
century, admitted that calendars are instruments of       
control, “They made a sort of calendar with which         
they ruled themselves, not only for their feasts, but         
also for their accounts, commerce and businesses,       
as we rule ourselves with ours.” 
 

Calendars are programming devices.  
In countless, subtle ways, society is defined,       
regulated and coordinated by the calendar that it        
uses. All of the beliefs, customs, and institutions of         
society are programmed into its calendar. So to        
structure a calendar for a people is to structure its          
society. Whether it is chosen or not, the calendar a          
society uses becomes its macro-programming     
operating system.  
 
We did not choose this nonsense. 
The legal code of the United States does not         
specify an official national calendar. Use of the        
Gregorian calendar in the U.S. stems from The        
British Calendar Act of 1751, which specified its use         
in England and its colonies. The Gregorian       
calendar reform of 1582 was adopted initially by        
the Catholic countries of Europe. 
 
Confusion is often intentional. 
And power is often corrupt at its deepest levels         
and applications. In this case, the applications have        
created confused collective consciousness and an      
imbalanced society that is disconnected from      
nature. It is not surprising that the Gregorian        
calendar has become the standard of global       
civilization, for global civilization itself is the triumph        
of the artificial over the natural world. We are truly          
the one species that has become alienated from        
nature, subconsciously captured by this     
intentionally flawed program, because our time      
sensibility has been captured by instruments of       
insensible, artificial measure. It is to the correction        
of this destructive momentum that all efforts of        
calendar reform must now be directed. 
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“I am in favor of a standardized calendar for the whole world… I have been informed of, and I welcome, the international movement for calendar reform. 

I am always ready to endorse any honest movement which will help unify the peoples of the world.”  
- Mahatma Gandhi 

 

Electric Moon 

Month/Moon Three:  The Electric Moon of Service  •  Electric 1 - 28  =  September 20 - October 17 
 
 
The 13-month, 28-day calendar serves     
humanity with a societal operating system  
of harmony and synchronization. 
In reviewing the quirks and twists of history that         
constitute the Gregorian calendar, we must ask, why        
do we continue to use such an instrument, and what          
are its effects? Is a calendar something more than a          
tool for scheduling the payment of debts, or is it an           
instrument of harmony and synchronization? The      
harmony or disharmony of time is a profound matter         
rooted in the instrument of time reckoning that we         
use. There can be little question that we live more in a            
time of chaos than of harmony. We may also say in           
regard to the effects of standards of measure on the          
mind, that the chaos of the time in which we live is            
embedded in the calendar we use. If we are to leave           
this time of chaos and enter a time of harmony, then           
we must exchange the instrument in which the chaos         
is embedded for an instrument that is the very model          
of harmony,  the 13-month, 28-day calendar.  

 
The League of Nations proposed calendar      
reform in 1923. The 13-month, 28-day      
calendar was chosen over 184 others.  
It is important for us to remember that during the first           
half of the 20th century, a vigorous and well         
organized calendar reform movement flourished.  
George Eastman of Eastman Kodak organized a great        
campaign on behalf of The International Fixed       
Calendar, a perpetual calendar (same every year)       
with 13 equal months of 4 weeks (28 days) each,          
comprising 364 days, and with the final 365th day         
held not in any week or month, often known as a           
“Null Day” or “Zero Day,” so that the first day of the            
year is always the first day of the week, Sunday. In           

the United States alone, over 100 industries adopted        
this perpetual calendar. (Kodak used one until 1989!)        
This was all in response to the League of Nations’          
proposal for calendar reform. 184 calendars were       
submitted. Two were voted upon. One would have        
equal quarters, but not equal months. (The 13-month,        
28-day calendar has equal quarters, as each quarter        
is simply 13 weeks.) The other, the 13-month, 28-day         
calendar, was supported by the International      
Chamber of Commerce and several other chambers       
of commerce. It received well over 90% of the votes.          
But the Vatican did not approve. 
 
The Vatican was opposed to the 13-month,       
28-day calendar in the early 20th century. 
The League of Nations announced that on January 1,         
1933 we would return to 13 months of 28 days each!!           
But Vatican resistance to this simple and logical        
calendar focused on a campaign against the “Null        
Day.” They argued that a break in the succession of          
the seven-day week would create chaos and       
calamity. George Eastman, one of the most well        
known 13-month, 28-day calendar proponents, was      
murdered in his home within one year after the         
Vatican stopped the change.  
 
This incredible calendar story has been swept       

under the history carpet for far too long!!  
We now carry the Eastman-Arguelles torch of       

13-month, 28-day calendar change on Earth!!  
 
 
 
Calendar change is autonomous power.  

“Following the defeat of all efforts of calendar reform         
in the first half of this century, the Gregorian calendar          
has had a half century reprieve. Humanity must now         
walk out on its own and experience a Day Out of           
Time, no day of the week at all, not as chaos, but as             
the beginning possibility of relieving all debts and        
creating an atmosphere of forgiveness and      
reconciliation, where peace may be practised as the        
proliferation of art and culture once again. This idea         
of calendar change is so simple and yet so         
revolutionary that most people do not perceive its        
power. But when you consider that virtually all        
existing institutions are incorporated in the Gregorian       
calendar, this means that their sovereignty is also        
incorporated in the Gregorian calendar. To change       
the calendar means to disincorporate all institutions.       
All sovereignty in time would have to be        
renegotiated.”  - Jose Arguelles 

 
Calendar change is peaceful use of free       
will. 
The World 13 Moon Calendar Change Peace       
Movement was begun by Jose and Lloydine       
Arguelles in 1995, and led by Jose Arguelles and         
Stephanie South from 2004 until Jose’s passing in        
2011.  
 
It is always we, the people, who must change the          
calendar. It doesn’t take an act of parliament. All it          
takes is an act of will on our part. We call for            
unification of all, organized on the 13-month, 28-day        
standard of timekeeping, a revolution in time. The        
calendar we choose to use is ours. It is collective, for           
our coordination with each other. And it is individual.         
No one can ever take it from you. 
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“The accurate measurement of time is a measure of the intelligence of man.  A sense of the importance of time is a measure of man’s morality.” 

- Lawrence Fawcett 
 

Self-Existing Moon 

Month/Moon Four:  The Self-Existing Moon of Form  •  Self-Existing 1 - 28  =  October 18 - November 14 
 
 
A society is defined by the calendar it uses. 
And 28 days is the biological cycle of creation.  
With conscious attention to this cycle, in a multitude         
of ways throughout society, our minds are attuned to         
our biological cycle, therefore redefining society, as       
our actions and belief systems also become       
biologically attuned.  
 
Your change in time will change your mind. 
On Earth, tune it to the Moon and to the          
Sun. 
The 13-month, 28-day calendar is a calendar of        
harmony. When we talk about calendars, we ask,        
“What is the Gregorian calendar actually doing for        
us?” A true calendar would have to take into account          
the relationships, which we experience in time,       
between Earth, the Moon, and the Sun, within this         
galaxy, the locally whole system in which we are         
functioning. While it may appear that a calendar        
keeps the order of time in sequence, the calendar         
also has the function of synchronization, and this, at         
minimum, should take into account the actual cycles        
and patterns of lunar, planetary, and solar movement        
that are continuously a creative, influential, and       
evolutionary part of our earthly existence. Time is of         
the mind. Everything follows from Mind and Spirit. 
 
There are many lunar and solar calendars. 
There is much confusion about the nature and history         
of calendars. There are many different kinds of        
calendars that have been used by humanity. The        
many different solar calendars, each of which have        
measured the vague 365-day year, include the still        
current Gregorian calendar, which measures the year       
with a leap day system included, and Egyptian        

calendars that had 12 months of 30 days each plus          
five days at the end of the year. There are basically           
two types of lunar calendars. One is the 13-month,         
28-day calendar, which is actually a solar-lunar       
calendar, because it measures both the 365-day year        
and also the average lunar cycle of 28 days.  
 
The 13-month, 28-day calendar is an equal       
standard of measure of natural time. 
The 13-month, 28-day calendar has equal units of        
time measure, equal “months,” or in this particular        
case of 28 days, perfectly equal, 4-week “moons.”        
This calendar was used by various cultures in        
prehistory, and it is still used by many cultures today,          
even dolphins who mark the 28-day cycle on their         
teeth! It is clear that these cultures lived in a much           
greater harmony than what we now know.  
If we would simply take the final 365th day at the end            
of the solar year and place it not in any week or            
month, as the transition from one solar cycle to the          
next, the remaining 364 days would divide equally        
into 13 months of 28 days each, creating a perpetual          
calendar system. This would place human society,       
including countless customs and procedures, in      
resonance with the natural timing of the Moon and         
with the natural timing of the Sun. This includes the          
benefit of having 13 28-day months synchronized       
with the 13 orbits of the Moon around Earth each          
365-day year. 364 divides by 2, 4, 7, 13, 14, 26, 28,            
52, 91, and 182, offering a great deal of optional,          
mathematical ‘space’ for organization, with many      
ways to establish periodic regularity, as long as there         
is a 365 th day to rest, like an extra Saturday, 
at the end of the year.  

This is the Day Out of Time, always July 25, an           

official holiday in Sao Paolo, Brazil and in        

Atlanta, Georgia. 
 
The synodic full moon cycle is not  28 days. 
The other kind of lunar calendar is what we call the           
“lunar calendar.” The lunar calendar is based on the         
full moon, synodic cycle of the Moon. It measures the          
Moon as it is seen from Earth, not from the Moon. The            
other cycle of the Moon is the sidereal cycle , the          
measure of the Moon’s revolution around Earth,       
regardless of moonlight. The synodic cycle is       
approximately 29.5 days. The sidereal cycle is       
approximately 27.3 days. 28 days is an approximate        
lunar average, a blessing for humanity, Earth, the        
Moon and the Sun, simply because it is four weeks. 
 
Using the 28-day “lunar average,” there was in        

prehistory a great, common planetary wisdom      

to have devised a 13-month, 28-day calendar.  
 
13 months of 28 days has been used for         
thousands of years by many cultures.  
These cultures include the Druids, Polynesians,      
Egyptians, Hebrews, Essenes, Maya, Inca, Lakota,      
Cherokee, and peoples throughout what is now       
Russia and South America. It is common knowledge        
that has been intentionally hidden from us. Air is the          
atmosphere of the body, and time is the atmosphere         
of the mind. Today’s Gregorian-minded culture is       
based on 12 unequal months and days regulated by         
the clock, a deeply and unconsciously embedding,       
mechanized irregularity of time. 13 months of 28        
days establishes sensible, mental-biological culture.  
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“If the Gregorian calendar was to be offered as a new device for measuring time, we, with our present knowledge,  

would reject it as something utterly impracticable, lacking in harmony and order, unbalanced and irregular, too clumsy a calendar to make calculations by.”  
- B. Richmond, “Time, Measurements, and Calendar Construction” 

 

Overtone Moon 

Month/Moon Five:  The Overtone Moon of Radiance  •  Overtone 1 - 28  =  November 15 - December 12 

 
 
Messenger of the Prophecy of Pacal Votan, 
Jose Arguelles discovered the Law of Time. 
Dr. Jose Arguelles was born in Rochester, Minnesota        
to a German-American mother and Mexican father.       
He greatly understood the complex Maya calendar       
systems, and dedicated much of his life to        
understanding the Maya, their purpose on Earth  
(to help humanity to re-harmonize itself with nature),        
the Maya Calendar, and the cycle of history as         
defined by that calendar system. Arguelles initiated       
the Harmonic Convergence of 1987 directly because       
he understood the Mayan prophecy of  
13 Heavens and 9 Hells, based on the twenty-two         
52-year cycles that ended August 16, 1987. After        
writing several books about the Maya in the 1980s, in          
1991 he formulated a direct relationship between       
energy, art, time, and synchronicity, the Law of Time,         
expressed as “Energy factored by time equals art,”        
while also, that same year, deciphering the       
prophecies and codes of time of the Chilam Balam 
(Maya prophet lineage) and producing a timing       
system, the 13 Moon Calendar, based on the        
13-month, 28-day calendar and the 52-year Mayan       
Calendar Round, which also tracks the 260-day       
sacred Maya count of the Tzolkin.  
 
Jose Arguelles was the world’s modern day       
13-month, 28-day calendar change leader 
Although many misunderstood him to be purely a        
Maya Calendar scholar and author, Jose Arguelles       
was profoundly the world’s modern day leader for        
13-month, 28-day calendar reform. Jose consistently  

travelled the world, speaking about the 12:60 timing        
frequency of human society, based on its 12-month        
calendar, and 60-minute clock. He and his wife,        
Lloydine Arguelles, initiated the World 13 Moon       
Calendar Change Peace Movement in 1995. This       
movement’s basis is the Telektonon Prophecy of       
Pacal Votan.  (Please see Cosmic Moon.) 
 
The Law of Time: T(E) = Art  
Energy factored by Time equals Art.  
The discovery of the Law of Time was the result of           
the investigative research of Jose and Lloydine. After        
years of research on the Maya calendric system, Jose         
Arguelles had concluded that the scientific      
superiority and galactic sophistication of this system       
was due to the fact that it is based on an entirely            
different standard of measure and mathematics than       
any of the time keeping devices now known, or in          
worldwide use, today.  
 
Nature is supreme and a function of fourth-        
dimensional time, the Law of Time affirms. 
According to the Maya perception of time, time is the          
universal factor of synchronization. Time is the fourth        
dimension. It is time that synchronizes everything in        
third-dimensional space. It governs all     
third-dimensional phenomena. The Law of Time takes       
the form of an equation: T(E)=Art. 
 

 
 

The 13-month, 28-day calendar is a perfect       
expression of the Law of Time.  
All Maya calendrics and mathematics subsume the       
Law of Time, but it was not the Maya’s concern or           
need to articulate the basis of their science and belief          
system, only to apply it. Albert Einstein and all other          
researchers have been unable to formulate the actual        
law of fourth-dimensional time. Einstein said that if he         
could do it all over again, he would have examined          
more the nature of time, as opposed to concepts of          
space. 

 
The mathematics of fourth-dimensional time are a       
totally different construct from the mathematics of       
third-dimensional space. It is absurd to apply       
measurements of space to define qualities of time.        
This was the root error of the 12-month calendar and          
the mechanical clock: mistaking the measure of time        
for divisions of a circle in space. The mathematics of          
fourth-dimensional time are separate from virtually all       
of the mathematical systems in use today, which are         
based on the mathematics of space. 

 
The discovery of the Law of Time is a genuine new           
knowledge. The basis for understanding the Law of        
Time is the 13-month, 28-day calendar. 
 
We give our endless gratitude to Jose and        
Lloydine Arguelles, for their monumental work!      
Thanks to their endless efforts, the 13-month,       
28-day calendar is currently used in over 80        
countries worldwide!  
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“Music is behind life, and rules life; from music springs all life. The whole of creation exists in rhythm, and in a general phrase, 

it may be said that there is one common source of human disease, and that is disorder in rhythm.  ” 
- Hazrat Inayat Khan 

 

Rhythmic Moon 
Month/Moon Six:  The Rhythmic Moon of Balance  •  Rhythmic 1 - 28  =  December 13 - January 9 

 
 
Real time, time of nature, is synchronicity. 
To synchronize means to coincide in time, to occur at          
the same time, or more specifically, to occur at the          
same moment in time. When musicians are creating        
musical notes at the same moment in time, they often          
intuitively say, “We’re in time,” as if time itself is          
synchronicity.  In nature, in reality, time is.  
 
The subject of synchronicity was first introduced to        
the world by Carl G. Jung, who explained that events,          
if they occur with no causal relationship, are        
“meaningful coincidences” in time. And from the       
Maya perspective, time is the universal factor of        
synchronization. Time is that natural entity that       
continuously holds everything in synchronicity,     
everything that occurs  in third-dimensional space. 
In contrast, one might say that certainly not every         
occurrence in time is an occurrence at the same time.          
Things do happen at different moments in time. Yet         
when one stops to think about it, isn’t  
the time always right now, this one now moment? 
With this perspective, this idea, that time is the         
fourth-dimensional entity that synchronizes all of      
third-dimensional space, begins to make sense. 
 
As Jose Arguelles would say, “When we look at the          
Moon, we don’t see two moons.” The Moon is always          
synchronized within this moment in time, 
so that even as it revolves around Earth, with         
momentum and gravity and more involved, it is never         
in a different time. It is always with us now. 
This is the simple synchronicity that we take for         
granted and hardly notice, because it is always        
present.  It is a very simple, natural law. 
 

The Law of Time is the law of        
synchronicity. 
And the Synchronic Order is the order of time. 
What is often referred to as the Synchronic Order is          
simply the order of synchronicity. It exists whether        
we are conscious of it or not. As we become          
conscious of the Synchronic Order, the frequency  
of synchronicity in our lives increases exponentially. 
When one uses a calendar that is based on the          
cycles of nature, many aspects of the Synchronic        
Order that were previously unconscious become      
conscious. And one also becomes conscious of the 
disharmonious timing of the 12-month calendar. 
 
The 28-day moon, the biological cycle of woman,  
is also the measure of the cosmic, telepathic cycle         
common to all humanity. Due to conditioned living by         
erroneous and artificial timing standards, humanity      
has undergone an erosion of its primal telepathic        
abilities. By returning to the biologically correct timing        
of 13 moons of 28 days, the principles of telepathy          
can also be reintroduced to, and hence reactivate,        
human consciousness.  
 
Even if telepathy is not seen as a reality or not held            
as an intention, there is still no doubt that conscious          
use of such a harmonic template of time as the          
13-month, 28-day calendar harmonizes the mind to       
be in synchronicity with the cycles of nature. To         
organize our daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly       
activities, with whole numbers of these cycles fitting        
nicely within each other, we can individually and        
collectively organize our minds on a simple, sensible,        
harmonic standard of time, the natural time of 13         
moons of 28 days. 

“All life on Earth, including the rhythms of our body,          
are influenced by the rhythms of ever-changing       
combinations of celestial movements.”  - Eden Sky 
 
In order to be in balance and harmony with the          
universe, with all of nature, we must begin at the          
heart center core of our present physical reality in         
time. We are here on Earth with one moon and one           
sun, within this one of many galaxies. Here on Earth,          
our closest neighbor is the Moon. Our trinity is the          
Moon, Earth and Sun. May we harmonize our minds,         
so that we may harmonize our activities,  
here on Earth, with the Moon and with the Sun. This           
requires a calendar for this world that honors the         
movements and cycles of time of these heavenly        
bodies. May we be consciously in balance and in         
harmony with the Moon and with the Sun.  
 
There is just one way to establish a lunar solar          
society. It requires a lunar solar calendar, and there         
is only one that makes any sense at all. The only way            
to structure a solar calendar for this planet that has          
equal units of measure which correspond, represent,       
replicate, or approximate the cycles of its only moon,         
as in the approximate 28-day lunar average, is to         
organize our 365-day year into 13 sets of 28 days          
each. This leaves one day to be held in no week or            
month at all, so that when the year begins again, it           
will always be the first day of the week, month, and           
year, all at once, a very nice and easy way to           
organize our daily lives. 
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“Our sense of time is a fundamental perception.  

If the standard of measure that we use is irregular, then we must contemplate deeply what this does to our mind over centuries of prolonged use.” 
-  Jose Arguelles 

 

Resonant Moon 

Month/Moon Seven:  The Resonant Moon of Attunement •  Resonant 1 - 28  =  January 10 - February 6 
 
7 is the master key to calendar change. 
Throughout history and prehistory, the 7-day cycle       
has been a staple within the fabric of human         
consciousness. Seven days is approximately ¼ of       
the 28-day lunar cycle, or ¼ of the average         
menstrual cycle. One might argue that it is the         
Seven Days of Creation that established the 7-day        
week, but there is no argument regarding the fact         
that each month should be exactly four 7-day        
weeks, especially since 52 weeks of 7 days each is          
exactly the same as 13 months of 28 days each. 
 
7, 13, and 28 are biological numbers. 
There are 13 major articulations in the human body.         
The seventh articulation is the spine. The human        
energetic system contains seven primary energy      
centers that run through the spine. There are        
seven openings of the human head and seven        
glands of the human endocrine system. The female        
human body has 13 gates (seven plus two breasts,         
the navel, anus, urethra, and vagina) and normally        
13 yearly menstrual cycles, each normally 28 days,        
affected by the Moon’s 13 revolutions around the        
Earth each year. There are 28 phalanges (bone        
segments) in the two human hands and 28        
phalanges in the two human feet! 
 
7 is the middle number between 1 and 13. 
The middle day of the year is day 183, which is           
Resonant 15, the solar return of Jose Arguelles. 
A common Jose Arguelles expression “4:7 :: 7:13,”        
means “Four is to seven as seven is to thirteen.”  
4 is the middle number in the sequence, 1, 2, 3, 4,            
5, 6, 7. Likewise, 7 is the middle number in the           
sequence, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.  

 
7 forms the most basic structural unit of        
the 13-Month, 28-Day Calendar, the 7-day      
week. 
The 13-Month, 28-Day Calendar has these simple       
and basic structural properties: 
7 days = 1 week 
4 weeks = 1 month 
13 months = 13 sets of 4 weeks = 52 weeks 
Since 52 seven-day weeks is 364 days, another        
day is needed to complete the year. To make the          
calendar perpetual, the first day of the year is         
always the first day of the week, so the 365th day           
must not be in any week or month. This day is           
called the Day Out of Time (even though everything         
in third-dimensional form is in time, synchronized       
by time). The seven days of this calendar are         
named after seven radial plasmas. Plasmas are       
mixtures of ions and electrons. The ionosphere       
within Earth’s upper atmosphere is itself a plasma.        
The seven radial plasmas used for the seven days         
of the week are: 
 
Dali          days 1, 8, 15 and 22  (Dali targets) 
Seli          days 2, 9, 16 and 23   (Seli flows) 
Gamma days 3, 10, 17, and 24 (Gamma        
pacifies) 
Kali days 4, 11, 18 and 25 (Kali        
establishes) 
Alpha days 5, 12, 19, and 26 (Alpha        
releases) 
Limi         days 6, 13, 20 and 27  (Limi purifies) 
Silio days 7, 14, 21 and 28 (Silio        
discharges) 
 

4 is the number of form, 4 x 7 = 28,  
and 28 is a perfect number. 
Because 28 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14, it is a perfect                
number, by number theory definition. The sum of its         
divisors is equal to the number itself. There is much          
more to this mysterious and sacred number, yet it is          
simply seven doubled twice. 
 
The 13-month, 28-day calendar honors  
the 7-day cycle. In fact, it depends upon        
it. 
When the Vatican shut down the otherwise       
successful calendar reform that chose the      
13-month, 28-day calendar in the early 1930s, they        
claimed that it was because the 365th day would         
break the sacred seven-day cycle of creation. Yet        
one of the solar calendars of the Maya, the Tun Uc,           
which means “Count of Seven,” is a 13-month,        
28-day calendar (with a different starting day). From        
the Maya perspective, this calendar honors the       
seven-day cycle. In fact, with a seven-day week, the         
only way that this calendar could have equal        
months is for there to be 13 of them. And to have            
equal months of 28 days, there would clearly need         
to be 13 sets of them. 52 x 7 = 13 x 28. Without the               
seven-day week or the 28-day month, something       
like 73 five-day weeks would be a possible        
alternative. But then not only would the seven-day        
week be lost, so would the 28-day month. And a          
73-day month would make little sense, as it would         
not measure the Moon at all, and as a prime          
number it can’t have equal weeks. It is actually         
quite a blessing that 52 weeks is 364 of the 365           
days of our trip around our Sun.  
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“An age of transformation: its guiding lights are the heretics and the visionaries who, seizing the opportunity, maintain a middle ground between futile revolution and blind materialism. 
These people are agents of conscious change vivifying the mass movements of humanity that come to characterize this period in the great cycle of ages.  

Through them the present situation is articulated and the groundwork of the future is laid. They are the few who retain a relatively healthy balance between psyche and techne,  
and who are thus able to create a vision of the direction of human events that responds to the deepest aspirations of our being.”  

- Jose Arguelles 
 

Galactic Moon 

Month/Moon Eight:  The Galactic Moon of Integrity  •  Galactic 1 - 28  =  February 7 - March 6 

 
 
The calendar that a society chooses to       
use practically defines that society. 
A group of people who have chosen to use a          
calendar and to coordinate their activities and their        
perception of nature and time according to it, with         
agreed upon holidays, customs, and belief systems,       
have basically agreed to form a society. If one         
intends to leave a society and form another, one         
should only need to leave one calendar for another.         
In this case, the society to leave is this 12:60-based          
one to form a society whose calendar is a natural          
human model, synchronized with both the Moon       
and the Sun, a lunar-solar calendar. In this sense,         
calendar change is truly revolutionary. It is       
important to remember that to leave a society via         
calendar change does not mean to leave the world         
and humanity behind. It is an act of personal         
conscious power and free will, and by reaching a         
collective critical mass, calendar change can      
certainly mean the complete change of what we        
know as modern society. 
  
The 12:60 artificial timing frequency  
In 1989, Jose Arguelles and his wife Lloydine were         
at the Museum of Time in Geneva, Switzerland        
when they had a deep realization that humanity is         
under the artificial time spell of the 12-month        
calendar and the 60-minute clock, the basis of the         
12:60 artificial mental timing frequency. This led       
them to investigate the effects of the Gregorian        
calendar on human consciousness. 
 
 
Calendar Reform and the Future of Civili- 

zation, World Summit on Peace and Time 
At the University for Peace, Costa Rica, Crystal 24 -          
Cosmic 1, 1999, the purpose of this summit was to          
formulate and propose a reform of the current        
world standard of daily timekeeping, the 12-month       
Gregorian calendar, replacing it with a perpetual       
calendar of 13 months of 28 days each.  
 
In Preparatory Reflections for the World Summit on        
Peace and Time, Jose Arguelles wrote, “We see        
that a process conceived at the beginning of        
history - the division of a circle in space as a           
measure of time - received its complete fulfillment        
in the joint manifestation of the mechanical clock        
and the Gregorian calendar some 4500 years later        
in 1582. It is from this point that we can date the            
age of the machine. This is also the origin of the           
unconscious mental timing frequency, the 12:60 -       
irregular 12-month calendar and mechanistic     
60-minute hour... When we speak of the 12:60, we         
are referring to an unconsciously incorporated      
timing frequency and time sense that is totally        
artificial and mechanistic and therefore at odds       
with the innate prevailing timing frequency      
governing the natural order of the human       
environment, the biosphere.  
 
“Note the persistence of the 13-month, 28-day       
calendar: The Maya 13-month, 28-day calendar,      
Tun Uc, means “Count of Seven.” Auguste Comte’s        
Positivist calendar was derived from the Andean       
13-month, 28-day calendar, Pachacuti. The Druid      
calendar has 13 months of 28 days each…        
Archeology in Japan shows that this calendar was        

known to its ancestors. The 28-day cycle is seen in          
the traditions of the 28 lunar mansions of the         
Chinese and Hindus. 28 poles were used for the         
construction of the Lakota tipi. 28 is the mean         
number of days of the lunation cycle, and also the          
number of days it takes the Sun to rotate at its           
diameter. A point of returning to use of this         
calendar is that it corresponds to the female        
menstruation cycle, while possessing a profound      
harmony and regularity. 
 
“If you have an uneven standard of measure, the         
uneven standard of measure is programmed in       
your mind. It’s like creating a social order that has          
frustration built into it. That frustration creates       
different social forms, which also never arrive at a         
full achievement... So there are six billion humans        
who are dis-synchronized, dominated by a culture       
which uses a calendar that makes the mind        
crooked. This dominating culture is in the process        
of making things even more dis-synchronized. In       
chemistry there’s a state called “brownian motion”       
in which all the particles are agitating. But they         
don’t create a form of order. So six billion humans          
are all agitating, but they cannot create a whole         
consistent form of order that makes them happy.        
We can think of these six billion humans as little          
filaments of iron that are being agitated… The Law         
of Time is a magnet for the six billion agitating          
filaments. When you put that magnet in, then all the          
filaments go into order.”  
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“Where there is peace, there is culture. Where there is culture, there is peace.”  
- Nicholas Roerich 

 

Solar Moon 

Month/Moon Nine:  The Solar Moon of Intention  •  Solar 1 - 28  =  March 7 - April 3 
 
 
Nicholas Roerich and the Banner of Peace 
Pax Cultura - Peace through Culture 
The Banner of Peace, with its distinctive symbol, was         
designed by the Russian artist, Nicholas Roerich       
(1874 - 1947) as an emblem for planetary peace,         
without distinction of nation states. As a teen-age        
amateur archeologist in the north of Russia, Roerich        
unearthed rare and beautiful ancient artifacts and       
realized that the best products of humanity’s creative        
genius were almost always neglected, or even       
destroyed, by humanity itself. 
In the early years of this century, he travelled through          
the historic towns of northern Russia, making       
paintings of their crumbling walls and deteriorating       
architecture. He then made appeals to the Russian        
government for efforts to maintain and restore these        
priceless links to the past. 

 
Later it was the devastation of the first world war and           
the Russian Revolution that spurred his own efforts.        
He came to realize that the cultural heritage of each          
nation is in essence a world treasure. And his idea of           
cultural heritage broadened to include more than just        
the physical remains of earlier cultures, the buildings        
and art, for example, but also the creative activities,         
the universities, the libraries, the hospitals, the       
concert halls and theatres. All must be protected        
from the ravages of war and neglect, for without them          
life would be nothing but a rude and ignorant time on           
Earth. It became clear to Roerich that an international         
effort was required.  
 

In the 1920’s, Nicholas Roerich composed  
a treaty, with the assistance of international       
legal experts. This treaty became known as       
the Roerich Pact. It still legally exists       
today. 
The Roerich Pact and Banner of Peace movement        
grew rapidly during the early 1930’s with centers in a          
number of countries. The Roerich Pact declared the        
necessity for protection of the cultural product and        
activity of the world, during both war and peace, and          
prescribed the method by which all sites of cultural         
value would be declared neutral and protected, just        
as the Red Cross does with hospitals. Indeed, the         
Roerich Pact was often called the Red Cross of         
Culture. 

 
Just as the Red Cross is embodied in a protective          
sign and banner, so does the Roerich Pact also         
designate a symbol to be displayed on a banner, the          
Banner of Peace. This Banner, flown at all sites of          
cultural activity and historical value, declares them as        
neutral, independent of combatant forces. 

 
The Banner of Peace has ancient origins. Perhaps its         
earliest known example appears on Stone Age       
amulets: three dots, without the enclosing circle.       
Roerich came across numerous later examples in       
various parts of the world, and understood that it         
represented a sophisticated understanding of the      
triune nature of existence.  
 
 

But for the purposes of the banner and the pact,          
Roerich described the circle as representing the       
totality of culture, with the three dots representing        
art, science, and spirituality, three of the most        
embracing of human cultural activities. Roerich also       
described the circle as representing the eternity of        
time, encompassing the past, present and future. The        
sacred origins of the symbol remain central to the         
meaning of the pact and banner today. 

 
The Banner of Peace is associated with the        

13-month, 28-day calendar change peace     

movement to indicate its cultural foundations,      

its political neutrality, and because of the       

natural, peaceful states of consciousness that      

the 13-month, 28-day calendar produces. 
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“You may say I’m a dreamer, but I’m not the only one, I hope someday you’ll join us, and the world will live as one.” 

-  John Lennon 
 

Planetary Moon 

Month/Moon Ten:  The Planetary Moon of Manifestation  •  Planetary 1 - 28  =  April 4 - May 1 
 
 
Imagine.  You can  change the world. 
On December 8, 1980 (Overtone 24), John Lennon        
was assassinated. But his immortality was secured.       
In the legacy of his art, one song stands out for its            
pure and radical vision, “Imagine.” “Imagine all the        
people living life in peace” summarizes the vision of         
the 13-month, 28-day calendar change movement.  
 
Because we can change the calendar, we can        
change the way we think on a global scale.  If we  
can change the way we think, we can “imagine all the           
people living life in peace.” Imagine there is a new          
standard of time, and Imagine all the people living in          
natural time. The Law of Time affirms that by the          
nature of universal timing, the world is already as         
one. It is only the human race that has chosen          
separation. Our separation is thoroughly reinforced      
by our separation from nature in time, living by the          
clock and the irregular measure of the Gregorian        
calendar.  
 
“Imagine there’s no countries, nothing to kill or die         
for…” This very same calendar has institutionalized       
our need for differences, fortified by borders, money        
and war. The Law of Time affirms that birds fly           
without passports, dolphins swim without bank      
accounts, ants live without cell phones, and all of the          
cycles of the biosphere maintain themselves without       
frontiers. It is the maintenance of frontiers, fortified        
by money and warfare, that embeds even more        
deeply the institutionalized differences that keep us       
apart and disrupt the natural order. The Law of Time          
says that it is a belief system, embedded for 2000          
years in the irregular measure of the Gregorian-Julian        
calendar, that has ingrained in us seemingly       

insuperable inequalities and differences that maintain      
rich and poor, greed and hunger, keeping us from a          
sisterhood and brotherhood of woman and man.  
 
Imagine changing global consciousness. 
Please imagine that it is possible to change all of this,           
to change the calendar, because it is. All it takes is           
one person, and then one person more, and then one          
person more... And you can start now, you don’t have          
to ask for permission. Take the Gregorian calendar        
off your wall and replace it with 13 moons of 28 days            
each. It’s easy, as every 13-month, 28-day calendar        
has Gregorian dates included. The 13-month, 28-day       
calendars produced throughout the world over the       
past 30 years have the 12-month, Gregorian dates        
printed for each day, so that real calendar change is          
taking place. For a transition time, this requires use         
of both calendars. Awareness of the 12-month date is         
merged with awareness of the 13-month date, giving        
us 365 one-to-one correspondences to get used to.  
(Please see Crystal Moon.)  
 
We are like fish in a dirty aquarium that have 
never known clean water. There are individual 
effects, and collective effects, related to 
calendar change.  And it's not easy to say 
exactly what the effects really are.  But globally 
we are returning to live in the environment of 
13-month, 28-day consciousness once again. 
 
A new time of peace on Earth 
By invoking John Lennon’s “Imagine,” we are not        
shrinking from the fact that there are many obstacles         
of belief to overcome in attaining the goal of calendar          
change. And even after the calendar change has        

been accepted and accomplished, we are not       
denying that there will not also be many obstacles         
and difficulties, as humanity, with its cumbersome       
institutions, begins to make the transition into the        
new time. But as has been said many times before,          
we have been able to mobilize for world war, why          
can’t we mobilize for world peace? Why can’t we         
mobilize for a new time?  
 
We can  change the calendar, imagine. 
Calendar change provides a phenomenal opportunity      
for unification of purpose to attain a simple and         
pragmatic goal -- to change the calendar. What other         
peace plan has worked? What other universal peace        
plan is being put forth to address all humans on all           
issues of conflict,  
conflict with themselves and with their environment? 
 
During the past three decades, there has been a new          
calling on all humans to support replacement of the         
Gregorian calendar with a new global civil standard,        
the 13-month, 28-day calendar. We come together in        
peace to implement a new global civil standard        
calendar. This calendar is for all beings. Because it         
is a 365-day solar calendar, it serves as a unifying          
tool, as it easily incorporates all other calendar        
systems, naturally and logically, with an equal       
standard of measure whose units are 28 days. 
 
On Overtone 22 of this 2016/2017 year, GCCA, the         
Global Council for Calendar Awareness, launched its       
13-month, 28-day calendar, establishing a harmonic      
standard for humanity that fosters a global culture of         
peace, in harmony with Nature’s cycles, implemented       
by the people of Earth. (A referendum for change         
has begun for 2020.  See Cosmic Moon.) 
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“Calendars   have   changed   before   to   suit   contemporary   needs   and   philosophies.   Some   changes   have   been   in   the   direction   of   simpli�cations   and   we   have   inherited   the   bene�ts; 
sometimes   not.   We   have   the   same   rights,   the   same   incentives,   and   equal   abilities,   to   better   our   customs,   habits,   and   social   structures.   It   is   our   duty   to   make   them   more   �tted   to   our   new 

world,   not   only   for   us   but   also   for   the   sake   of   those   to   follow.   Such   mechanical   things   may   seem   insigni�cant   and   bothersome   to   make,   but   they   have   tremendous   spiritual   e�ects.  
To   simplify   our   calendar   may   be   a   �rst   step   in   taking   hold   of   other   things   we   have   inherited,   and   that,   although   requiring   change,   we   cannot   change   because   we   hold   them   in   awe,  

or   reverence,   or   by   habit,   or   in   fear.   A   new   calendar   for   a   new   world   is   be�tting   the   times.”       –   Enoch   Karrer,   1942 
 

Spectral   Moon 

Month/Moon   Eleven:      The   Spectral   Moon   of   Liberation      •      Spectral   1   -   28      =      May   2   -   May   29 

 
Letting   go   of   the   old   time   is   calendar   change 
The inertia surrounding the old calendar is             
immense. Despite the obvious beauty and elegance             
of the 13-month, 28-day calendar, the mere             
suggestion of change is met with disdain, disbelief               
and   derision.   Why   is   this? 

 
You may understand that a harmonic standard of               
measurement produces harmony while an         
inharmonic standard of measurement produces         
disharmony,   but   are   you   still   reluctant   to   change? 

 
The deterioration of the biosphere has been             
accelerating out of control. The human species,             
alone of all the species, abides so much by the                   
12:60 timing frequency that the human species             
alone is the primary cause of the biospheric               
destruction. Something must be done about it             
sooner than later. Calendar change is the �rst step                 
towards a whole system solution to a whole system                 
disorder.      But   do   you   still   resist?   
 
The   Gregorian   calendar   is   a   Vatican   program 
The Gregorian calendar is so internally           
self-defended and intricately convoluted as a           
system, so inextricably intermeshed in all of global               
civilization’s functions and operations, that it cannot             
be reformed. It can only be replaced. Eliminate it                 
once and for all, and replace it with a standard so                     
new, and yet so harmonic and regular, that the                 
di�erence will be immediately perceived. Eliminate           
the Gregorian calendar, along with its chaotic and               
debilitating   e�ect   on   human   intelligence.  

The worldly power of the Vatican is shrinking as it                   
desperately holds onto its power through but a               
single instrument, the calendar. Why should the             
Gregorian calendar, the mathematically �awed and           
biologically irregular measure of one religion,           
dominate the timing sensibility of the rest of the                 
people on Earth? As �sh in a 12-month, dirty-time                 
calendar aquarium, we can replace it with one that                 
is a demonstrable harmony synchronized with the             
natural order. In light of the failure of the previous                   
calendar reform and in light of what has happened                 
to the world since then, we dare be this outspoken.                   
We   know   why   the   calendar   has   not   been   reformed.   
 
Bene�ts   of   the   13-month,   28-day   calendar 
1.      Each   month   has   the   same   number   of   days,   28, 
so that the year has 13 equal months as its units,                     
giving   a   measure   of   time   that   is   an   equal   standard. 
 
2. Each month is exactly four weeks, so every month                   
begins on the �rst day of the week and ends on the                       
last day of the week, and any given day of any                     
month always occurs on the same day of the week.                   
(The 4th, 11th, 18th, and 25th are always the fourth                   
day of the week.) Hence, when you know the day of                     
the month, you also know the day of the week! And                     
if you know the day of the week, there are just four                       
possible   month   dates!  
 
3. The ease in calculating days, weeks and months                 
reduces stress and frees time, instead of wasting               
time, while creating much greater potential for             
harmony in scheduling, time management, and even             

business analysis, or any analysis of occurrences in               
time for that matter. Changes of anything are almost                 
always measured in terms of change per time. And                 
we’ve been measuring occurrences and changes in             
time with a crooked time lense, one with irregular                 
and unequal units. It is crooked in its structure, and                   
likely also in its intention. No other system of                 
measurement   known   to   humans   has   unequal   units. 
 
Disordered perceptions of time, materialism,         
and   disorganized   society   are   results  
of   our   use   of   the   Gregorian   calendar. 
The Gregorian calendar is the underlying,           
controlling, Vatican instrument of the power           
establishment of the world. All of the Pope’s pleas                 
for morality and justice in the world are contradicted                 
by the calendar which his corporate establishment,             
the Vatican, refuses to dissolve. It is ironic too that                   
the Gregorian calendar, presumably the instrument           
of a spiritual order, the Catholic Church, generated               
from its irregular matrices such a profoundly and               
devastatingly materialistic science. But this was           
only inevitable after centuries of monks tinkering             
with algorithms and mechanical clocks to account             
for the inherent disordered perceptions of time             
produced by the calendar. What was established             
after the Gregorian calendar reform was a platform               
for scientists to apply their false analysis of time to                   
the world, practically divorcing it from any natural               
time   sensibility.   The   imperialism   of   Julian-Gregorian  
time easily translated into the materialist-capitalist           
imperialism   over   the   natural   world.  
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“Just   as   the   biosphere   is   the   uni�ed   �eld   of   life   and   its   support   systems,   the   region   for   the   transformation   of   cosmic   energy   on   Earth,   so   the   noosphere   is   the   uni�ed   �eld   of   the   mind, 
the   psychic   re�ection   of   the   biosphere.      Because   we   as   a   species,   the   aggregate   of   conscious-bearing   cells   of   the   evolving   Earth,      are   yet   awake   to   our   role   as   a   planetary   organism,   so 

too   the   noosphere   is   not   yet   fully   conscious.”    -   Jose   Arguelles 
 

Crystal   Moon 

Month/Moon   Twelve:      The   Crystal   Moon   of   Cooperation      •      Crystal   1   -   28      =      May   30   -   June   26 

 
Calendar   change,   a   bridge   between   worlds 
By following a calendar that coordinates a society,               
your conscious reality is, in many ways, in�uenced               
by the customs and belief systems of that society.                 
In particular, your conscious reality is largely             
a�ected by your perception of time and your               
perception and understanding of natural cycles in             
time, or lack thereof. In this simple yet profound                 
way, your very perception of reality is a�ected by                 
the   calendar   you   choose   to   use.  
 
Or   did   you   even   consciously   choose   a   calendar  
in the �rst place? When you begin to realize that                   
you never did, you may then begin to realize that                   
you still have an opportunity to choose one for                 
yourself. But be careful, for it may take you to a                     
place you didn’t know existed, a world             
coordinated by a di�erent time sensibility, where             
sensibility comes naturally. Because there are           
currently countless people in more than 80             
countries on Earth, who are, with varying             
discipline, following a 13-month, 28-day calendar           
that always begins on Gregorian July 26, there  is                 
another world, so to speak, within this Gregorian               
one. To escape from this Gregorian world in which                 
you have always lived, you would need more than                 
a change of your calendar, unless you can get                 
everyone and everything you care about to leave               
this Gregorian world with you. For us, the large                 
majority who care about humanity and this planet               
Earth, we can choose to live in both worlds during                   
a transition time of understanding, patience, and             
free will. For some time, for now, we choose both,                   
calendar cooperation, using two simultaneously,         
until   humanity   comes   to   its   senses,   in   good   time. 
 

A   world-bridger’s   guide   to   calendar   change 
The 13-month, 28-day calendar is a lunar calendar               
and also a solar calendar of 365 days.  Each day                   
of the Gregorian calendar is one and only one day                   
of the 13-month, 28-day calendar, and visa versa, a                 
one-to-one daily correspondence (with the         
exception of leap day, day 366. This calendar               
change is concerned with how to group the 365                 
days of the vague solar year as whole, equal                 
weeks   and   months.)  
 
As an optional aide, below are all 365 12-month to                   
13-month correspondences, with basic algebra for           
calculating the 13-month date, knowing the           
12-month date, x or y.* For example, January 1                 
thru 9 is always the same as Rhythmic 20 thru 28.                     
January 10 is Resonant 1. January 11 is Resonant 2.                   
So subtract 9 from the January date to get the                   
Resonant date, but only when it is both January                 
and Resonant, of course. As stated above and               
below, the �rst nine days of January are in the                   
Rhythmic Moon. For those days, add 19 days to                 
get the Rhythmic date, January 8 is Rhythmic 27.                 
But if you know it’s January 13th, then subtract 9                   
to   get   the   Resonant   date,   Resonant   4. 
Jan   10-31   =   Resonant   1-22   
Jan   y   =   Resonant   (y   minus   9).   
In   algebraic   terms,   if   y   =   13,   then   y   -   9   =   4.  
If   the   date   is   January   13,   it   is   also   Resonant   4. 
 
Here   are   the   12-   to   13-month   relationships: 
July   26-31   =   Magnetic   1-6             year   begins   July   26 

Aug   1-22   =   Magnetic   7-28          Aug   x   =   Magnetic   (x   +   6) 

Aug   23-31   =   Lunar   1-9                               Aug   y   =   Lunar   (y   -   22) 

Sept   1-19   =   Lunar   10-28                      Sept   x   =   Lunar   (x   +   9)  
Sept   20-30   =   Electric   1-11             Sept   y   =   Electric   (y   -   19)  

Oct   1-17   =   Electric   12-28                      Oct   x   =   Electric(   x   +   1)1 

Oct   18-31   =   Selfex.   1-14                            Oct   y   =   Selfexst.   (y   -   17) 

Nov   1-14   =   Selfex.   15-28                      Nov   x   =   Selfexist.(   x   +   14) 

Nov   15-30   =   Overtone   1-16       Nov   y   =   Overtone   (y   -   14)  
Dec   1-12   =   Overtone   17-28       Dec   x   =   Overtone   (x   +   16) 

Dec   13-31   =   Rhythmic   1-19             Dec   y   =   Rhythmic   (y   -   12) 

Jan   1-9   =   Rhythmic   20-28             Jan   x   =   Rhythmic   (x   +   19)   
Jan   10-31   =   Resonant   1-22          Jan   y   =   Resonant   (y   -   9)  
Feb   1-6   =   Resonant.23-28          Feb   x   =   Resonant   (x   +   22)  
Feb   7-28   =   Galactic   1-22                Feb   y   =   Galactic   (y   -   6) 

March   1-6   =   Galactic   23-28       Mar   x   =   Galactic   (x   +   22) 

March   7-31   =   Solar   1-25                         Mar   y   =   Solar   (y   -   6) 

Apr   1-3   =   Solar   26-28                   1st   3   April   =   last   3   Solar   days  
Apr   4-30   =   Planetary   1-27             Apr   y   =   Planetary   (y   -   3) 

May   1   =   Planetary   28                      May   begins,   Planetary   ends  
May   2-29   =   Spectral   1-28             May   y   =   Spectral   (y   -   1) 

May   30-31   =   Crystal   1-2                end   of   May   begins   Crystal 

June   1-26   =   Crystal   3-28                   June   x   =   Crystal   (x   +   2) 

June   27-30   =   Cosmic   1-4          June   ends,   Cosmic   begins 

July   1-24   =   Cosmic   5-28                      July   x   =   Cosmic   (x   +   4) 

July   25   =   Day   Out   of   Time       like   extra   Sat   at   end   of   yr 

 
*   Note:   x   is   used   when   Greg.   date   <   13-month   date; 
y   is   used   when   the   Greg.   date   >   13-month   date.  
 
Please use this guide to help you to learn how                   
the   two   calendars   correspond   or   correlate. 
Every week, and every moon, begins with Dali               
(like   Sunday)   and   ends   with   Silio   (like   Saturday).  
May we be the change we wish to see in the                     
world. When we tell someone about an upcoming               
event, let’s use both dates! If a show is October 10,                     
add 11 and also say that it’s Electric 21. They may                     
look at you like you’re from Mars, but here you are                     
on Earth, tuning in to the Moon and to the Sun,                     
simultaneously.  
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“ Among   the   Indigenous   Peoples   of   North   America,   Earth   is   known   as   Turtle   Island.  
To   remember   that   Earth   is   Turtle   Island   is   to   remember   the   way   of   the   Earth   guided   by   the   cosmic   power   of   thirteen   moons.”    -   Jose   Arguelles 

 

Cosmic   Moon 

Month/Moon   Thirteen:      The   Cosmic   Moon   of   Presence      •      Cosmic   1   -   28      =      June   27   -   July   24 
 

Returning   to   Natural   Time,   Turtle   Time 
All Indigenous Peoples of the Earth know and               
respect the wisdom and power of the turtle. Within                 
turtle’s shell is the knowledge of time and the                 
wisdom of the thirteen moons. Turtle’s wisdom is               
the power of cosmic knowledge. Thirteen scales             
make up the back of turtle’s shell. It takes thirteen                   
moons   for   Earth   to   go   around   the   sun   just   once.   
 
In the original time, turtle’s wisdom was known by                 
every child of the Earth. Every child knew that                 
thirteen moons is the path to walk. It is the path of                       
life   that   needs   no   explaining. 
 
After the original time came the seeds and the                 
planting. Then came the sword, and the forgetting.               
During the last four hundred years the Indigenous               
Peoples of the planet retreated deeper into the               
forest, the wilderness, the jungle. Wherever they             
went, they were followed by the machine and the                 
twelve-month calendar of colonialism. Deprived of           
their own time, the Indigenous Peoples were             
forced   into   the   false   time   of   the   machine. 
 
Now, in 2016-2017 (Blue Spectral Storm Year),             
Indigenous Peoples from around the world have             
gathered in Turtle Island and all places to stand                 
together in protection of the Mother, the             
biosphere. Once again the memory of thirteen             
moons has been released from turtle’s back. One               
turtle scale for each moon, thirteen perfect moons               
of 28 days each. Four phases of the moon, four                   
perfect weeks of seven days to every moon.               
Thirteen   perfect   moons,   52   perfect   weeks,   364 
days,   plus   a   Day   Out   of   Time   every   year.   
 
This is the perfect wisdom of turtle’s thirteen               
scales. The prophecy of Pacal Votan (603-683             

AD), ancient Mayan prophet and sage states that               
humanity must return to living in natural time to                 
restitute balance to the planet and restore the               
biosphere. This ‘natural time’ referred to is the               
13-month, 28-day calendar evidenced in nature           
and followed by Indigenous Peoples the world             
over   for   several   millennia. 
 
The   Thirteen   Galactic   Tones   of   Creation 
Peoples of the Earth have always acknowledged             
their connection to the stars, re�ected in their               
creation stories, cosmovisions, and cultures. The           
thirteen galactic tones of creation together form             
the cosmology of movement. The cosmology of             
movement is called a wavespell. A wavespell is               
any   cycle   of   13.   13   days,   13   moons,   13   years,   etc   
 
The Maya kept elaborate calendars to keep track               
of various celestial cycles and patterns of creative               
evolution, among them a 5,125-year (5,200-tun)           
cycle of 13 baktuns of 400 tun (~394 years) each,                   
beginning in 3,113 BC and ending in 2012 AD. The                   
‘Great   Cycle’   is   an   example   of   a   wavespell. 
 
Each month in the 13-month year, as with any                 
wavespell, is correlated with a tone of creation, in                 
sequence: Magnetic / Purpose; Lunar / Challenge             
Electric / Service; Self-Existing / Form; Overtone /               
Radiance; Rhythmic / Equality; Resonant /           
Attunement; Galactic / Integrity; Solar / Intention;             
Planetary / Manifestation; Spectral / Liberation;           
Crystal   /   Cooperation;   and   Cosmic   /   Presence.  
These galactic tones re�ect a creative cycle, also               
re�ected in a chromatic musical scale of 12 notes                 
plus   a   thirteenth   note   making   an   octave.  
 
 

A Lunar-Solar-Galactic Calendar: Our path         
back   to   the   stars! 
 
The annual start date for the 13-month, 28-day               
calendar is Magnetic 1 (always July 26). This start                 
date is based on the heliacal rising of the brightest                   
star in the night sky: Sirius, making it a lunar, solar,                     
and galactic calendar.  It takes approximately 52             
years for Sirius B to orbit Sirius A, and our solar                     
year has 52 weeks, a fractal of the 52-year cycle.                   
52   x   7   =   364   +   1   (Day   out   of   Time)   =   365.   
365   x   52   =   1   orbit   of   Sirius   B   around   Sirius   A.

 
“To change and replace the calendar with the               
thirteen moon standard is to return us to our                 
original purpose, leading us back to pathways of               
natural health. According to the law of time, the                 
damage already in�icted in the time humanity last               
hesitated and lost the chance to alter its timing                 
frequency, 40 years ago, has been incalculable.             
The �nal opportunity to change the calendar and               
the timing frequency is now upon us. Because of                 
this we must be very clear and unshakable in our                   
understanding and determination to expose and           
eliminate the current civil calendar for once and               
for   all.”        -Jose   Arguelles 
 
“Each   of   the   13   moons   has   a   power,   action,   and 
quality   which   de�ne   an   annual   program   to 
synchronize   our   consciousness   with   stellar,   solar 
and   lunar   cycles.   As   a   perfect   measure   of   cosmic 
time,   this   calendar   is   actually   a 
SYNCHRONOMETER,   an   instrument   for 
measuring   synchronicity.   Followed   daily,   it   gives 
us   a   new   lens   in   which   to   perceive   events.   IN   THE 
NEW   TIME,   SYNCHRONICITY   IS   THE   NORM!”  
-Stephanie   South 
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TIPS   FOR   PRINTING   YOUR   OWN   CALENDAR: 

 
 

 

  +   A   laser   printer   will   give   very   good   results 
+ When printing, select the “adjust to printer” or “scale to �t”  option in the size output options,                                   
to   avoid   some   cutting-o�   your   print   copies. 
+ Look also in print options for the “Print in both sides of the paper” option, so that when                                     
stapling   the   sheets   you   have   a   real   calendar   in   your   hands. 
+ Make sure you select the “Long-edge binding” option on the Layout print panel options, to                               
ensure   your   copies   come   out   facing   each   other. 
+ You may run a test with the �rst 4 pages before printing the whole document, to check that it                                       
will   be   assembled   correctly. 
 
+ Once printed out, you can bind the pages at home/work. You can use a plastic binder clip or a                                       
stapler. If you really want it to look nice, we recommend to invest in paying for spiral binding at                                     
your favorite eco-print-shop. Have your wall calendar handy to use it as a personal planner or                               
hang it on the wall. Write your appointments/personal reminders on it. Over time notice if you                               
experience   more   harmony   and   balance   in   life... 
 

 

 

CREDITS : 
 

Most   of   the   texts   for   each   moon   have   been   compiled   and   edited   from   José   Argüelles’   original   work:   Campaign   for   the   New   Time,   The   Call   of   Pacal   Votan,   A   Complete   Guide   to   the   13 
Moon   Calendar   Change   Peace   Movement   and   13   Moons   in   Motion.   Many   thanks   to   José,   Lloydine   and   Stephanie   for   countless   years   of   service   and   sel�ess   giving...   “ 

 
Initial   Words,   Wisdom,   and   Inspiration:   Jose   Arguelles   KIN   11   +   Paul   KIN   6  

Copywriting   and   Editing:      Tim   Tussing   KIN   30   +   Mikuak   Rai   KIN   126   +   Ruben   Llinas   KIN   113  
Concept   Cover   Design   and   Layout:   Ruben   Llinas   KIN   113   +      Mauricio   Ortiz   KIN   25  

Translations   and   Proofreading:      Mauricio   Ortiz   KIN   25   +   Yazmin   Garcia   KIN   17 
 
 

FOR   MORE   INFORMATION   AND   UPDATES: 
 

www.calendartruth.info       I          www.facebook.com/CalendarTruth          I       www.youtube.com/CalendarTruth          I      e-mail:   info@calendartruth.info 
 
 

www.lawoftime.org 
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